2014-2015 AIMS Grantees

Beck, Kirsten, *The Destabilization of Knowledge in Medieval Arabo-Islamic Culture: Isfahani’s Kitab al-Aghani*
PhD Candidate, University of Texas at Austin, Middle Eastern Studies, Morocco

Cornwell, Graham, *Sweetening the Pot: A History of Tea and Taste in Morocco*
PhD Candidate, Georgetown University, History, Morocco

El Vilaly, Audra, *Remembering al-badiyya, remembering ourselves: Politics, subjectives, and environmental memories of the Mauritanian Haratine*
PhD Candidate, University of Arizona, School of Geography and Development, Mauritania

Fenner, Sofia, *Postcolonial Nationalism in the Experience of Morocco's Parti de l'Istiqlal*
PhD Candidate, University of Chicago, Political Science, Morocco

Hickman, Kristin Gee, *La revolution Darija? Moroccan Mediascapes and the Politics of Secular Language Reform*
PhD Candidate, University of Chicago, Anthropology, Morocco

Leung, Cheryl Eve, *Mapping Hip Hop in Algeria and Morocco: Reppin' the Houma in Maghrebi Rap*
PhD Candidate, Columbia University, Middle Eastern, South Asian and African Studies, Algeria/Morocco

PhD Candidate, University of Michigan - Ann Arbor, Near Eastern Studies, Algeria/Tunisia

Marks, Monica, *Islamism in Transition: an Ethnographic Study of Ideological and Organizational Restructuring inside Tunisia’s Ennahda after the Revolution*
PhD Candidate, University of Oxford, Middle Eastern Studies, Tunisia

O'Donnell, Megan, *Safe Havens: An Evaluation of Domestic Violence Shelters in Morocco*
MPhil Graduate Student, University of Oxford, Oriental Studies, Morocco

Perry, John H., *From Sea to Lake: Steamships, French Algeria, and the Mediterranean, 1830-1930*
PhD Candidate, Ohio State University, History, Algeria

Schulthies, Becky, *The Discourses of Plant Publics in Morocco*
Assistant Professor, Rutgers University, Anthropology, Morocco

Silver, Chris, *Arab, Oriental, and Indigenous: Algeria’s Jewish Musicians*
PhD Candidate, University of California, Los Angeles, History, Algeria

Talley, Gwyneth, *Women Warriors: The New Moroccan and Libyan Equestrians*
PhD Candidate, University of California, Los Angeles, Anthropology, PhD, Morocco